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A new model for task scheduling that dramatically improves the efficiency of parallel systems   

   Task scheduling for parallel systems can become a quagmire of heuristics, models, and methods that have been developed over the past decades. The author of this innovative text cuts through the confusion and complexity by presenting a consistent and comprehensive theoretical framework along with realistic parallel system models. These new models, based on an investigation of the concepts and principles underlying task scheduling, take into account heterogeneity, contention for communication resources, and the involvement of the processor in communications.   

   For readers who may be new to task scheduling, the first chapters are essential. They serve as an excellent introduction to programming parallel systems, and they place task scheduling within the context of the program parallelization process. The author then reviews the basics of graph theory, discussing the major graph models used to represent parallel programs. Next, the author introduces his task scheduling framework. He carefully explains the theoretical background of this framework and provides several examples to enable readers to fully understand how it greatly simplifies and, at the same time, enhances the ability to schedule.   

   The second half of the text examines both basic and advanced scheduling techniques, offering readers a thorough understanding of the principles underlying scheduling algorithms. The final two chapters address communication contention in scheduling and processor involvement in communications.   

   Each chapter features exercises that help readers put their new skills into practice. An extensive bibliography leads to additional information for further research. Finally, the use of figures and examples helps readers better visualize and understand complex concepts and processes.   

   Researchers and students in distributed and parallel computer systems will find that this text dramatically improves their ability to schedule tasks accurately and efficiently.     

       About the Author
   

Oliver Sinnen, PhD, is a senior lecturer in the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Auckland, New Zealand.       
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97 Things Every Software Architect Should Know: Collective Wisdom from the ExpertsO'Reilly, 2009

	Software arch itects occupy a unique space in the world of IT. They
	are expected to know the technologies and software platforms on which their
	organizations run as well as the businesses that they serve. A great software
	architect needs to master both sides of the architect’s coin: business and technology.
	This is no small...
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Surfing the Edge of Chaos: The Laws of Nature and the New Laws of BusinessCrown, 2000
Every few years a book changes the way people think about a field. In psychology there is Daniel Goleman's Emotional Intelligence. In science, James Gleick's Chaos. In economics and finance, Burton Malkiel's A Random Walk Down Wall Street. And in business there is now Surfing the Edge of Chaos by Richard...
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The Auction App: How Companies Tap the Power of Online Auctions to Maximize Revenue GrowthMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	How companies such as L. L. Bean and Sun Microsystems are using online auctions to help boost their bottom lines


	From liquidating excess inventory to B2B materials procurement, corporate America has discovered online auctions as a catalyst for redefining old supply-chain relationships and business practices. Most analysts...
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KnockoutJS Web DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2015

	Efficiently work with data, web templates, and custom HTML tags using KnockoutJS


	About This Book

	
		Simplify page logic with automated calculations and control the visibility of your CSS elements with the help of robust yet friendly templates
	
		Create your own custom HTML tags that provide...
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Building Microservices with GoPackt Publishing, 2017

	Key Features

	
		This short, concise, and practical guide is packed with real-world examples of building microservices with Go
	
		It is easy to read and will benefit smaller teams who want to extend the functionality of their existing systems
	
		Using this practical approach will save your money in...
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Troubleshooting and Maintaining Cisco IP Networks (TSHOOT) Foundation Learning GuideCisco Press, 2010

	Troubleshooting and Maintaining Cisco IP Networks (TSHOOT) Foundation Learning Guide is a Cisco® authorized learning tool for CCNP preparation. As part of the Cisco Press foundation learning series, this book covers how to maintain and monitor complex enterprise networks.
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